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Non-Fiction

DUCKING LONG WAY
ULTRA RUNNING FOR THE REST OF US

Mark Atkinson
ISBN: 9781913207588 RRP: £9.99 Category: Sport  

August, 2021
Mark Atkinson is living proof that you don’t have to be ‘good’ at running to make 
it through a marathon or even further. Packed with insights and tips, pitfalls and 
joy, Ducking Long Way invites you to join him for a beer at mile thirty as he 
pushes himself as far as he can, while still running for the sheer joy of it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Atkinson is a husband, father and engineer. After 
a lifetime of inactivity and ballooning weight, he decided at thirty-two to 
improve his health for the sake of his kids and tried running. His first book Run 
Like Duck charts that journey. He is now a member of the 100 Marathon Club 
and can typically be found running around his home town of Milton Keynes or 
searching the internet for his next race.

World.

THE EASTERNMOST SKY
Juliet Blaxland

ISBN: 9781913207564 RRP: £14.99 Category: Nature/Climate
June, 2021

The Easternmost Sky describes country life and living with coastal erosion, in 
the recent past, the present and the relatable future. By exploring how climate 
and social changes are affecting coastal Suffolk, and zooming out from the 
local to offer a more global perspective, Juliet Blaxland forecasts with wit and 
imagination, the future we will all have to adapt to, in Britain and across the 
world.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Juliet Blaxland is an architect, author, cartoonist and 
illustrator. She is the author and illustrator of twelve children’s books, and 
a prize-winning photographer. She grew up in a remote part of Suffolk and 
following the planned demolition of the house described in her first book, 
The Easternmost House (2019) now lives a little further away from the edge 
of the cliff at the easternmost edge of England. The Easternmost House was 
shortlisted for the Wainwright Prize and the East Anglian Book Award, and was 
The Times Nature Book of the Year, 2019.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). 
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Non-Fiction

SLEEPLESS
Anders Bortne

ISBN: 9781913207069 RRP: £7.99 Category: Memoir/Self-help
September, 2020

For sixteen years, Anders Bortne has been sleepless. He is reaching breaking 
point. Something needs to change. As Anders searches for a solution, testing 
sleeping pills, yoga, herbs, acupuncture, and hypnosis, he begins to piece 
together another story. What do we really know about the most important hours 
of the day, and the history and biology of sleep?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anders Bortne is a writer and musician who has written 
five acclaimed books and released eight albums. He has a law degree and 
currently works as a speechwriter for the Norwegian Minister of Justice. His 
debut as a writer came in 2005 with the novel A Good Band. His third novel, 
The Ice Man, was nominated for The Youth Critic’s Prize in 2011. 

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio & Large Print.

PAGES FROM MY PASSPORT
Amelia Dalton

ISBN: 9781913207786 RRP: £14.99 Category: Travel 
May, 2022

When her beloved ship Monaco has to be sold, Amelia Dalton uses her 
experience of touring the Scottish Islands to launch a new career. As she plans 
new international routes for a boutique luxury cruise ship she travels to the 
world’s remotest islands. On the way she’s abandoned on a deserted isle, caught 
in a hotel fire, stung by a scorpion and arrested in Greece. She also falls in love.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: For ten years, Amelia Dalton owned a small ship 
running cruises to the remote island chains of Scotland’s stunning West Coast, 
gaining her commercial qualifications as a captain, before going on to develop 
exclusive cruises across the world. She now advises individual clients on river 
and ocean cruises and runs her own travel company, Amelia Dalton Travel. Her 
first book, Mistress and Commander was published by Sandstone Press in 2017

World (ex. Dramatisation).

COVER

 COMING 

SOON 
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Non-Fiction

WOMEN HOLD UP HALF THE SKY
Edited by Robert Davidson

ISBN: 9781913207601 RRP: £15.99 Category: Speeches/Politics 
May, 2021

The first woman to be elected First Minister of Scotland, Nicola Sturgeon has 
had an impact that makes her essential reading.
Independently selected by editor Robert Davidson, this collection of speeches  
from her time as First Minister addresses such crucial matters as the climate 
crisis, education, human rights and the European Union.

ABOUT THE EDITOR: Robert Davidson is a writer, editor and publisher located 
in Highland Scotland. He is the author, co-author and editor of many books as 
well as a published poet, lyricist and librettist. Before altering his life’s course 
he worked in civil engineering, mainly in or around the water industry. He 
founded Sandstone Press in 2002. Books written by Robert Davidson have 
been short listed for the Saltire Society, Scottish Arts Council, and Boardman 
Tasker Awards.

World.

FINDING TRUE NORTH 
Linda Gask

ISBN: 9781913207342 RRP: £8.99 Category: Memoir/Mental Health
April, 2021

Beneath the wide skies of Orkney Linda Gask recalls her career as a consultant 
psychiatrist and her lifelong struggle with her own mental health. After the 
favelas of Brazil, the glittering cities of the Middle East, and the forests of Haida 
Gwaii, will she find perspective, spiritual relief, and healing in her new home? Her 
troubled past is never far away.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Linda Gask trained in Medicine in Edinburgh and is 
Emerita Professor of Primary Care Psychiatry at the University of Manchester. 
Having worked as a consultant psychiatrist for many years she is now retired 
and lives on Orkney. She maintains a popular mental health blog, Patching the 
Soul (lindagask.com), and contributes to Twitter as a mental health influencer. 
She is the author of The Other Side of Silence (2015), which was featured on BBC 
Radio 4 Woman’s Hour and serialised in the Times Magazine. In 2017 she was 
awarded the prestigious President’s Medal by the Royal College of Psychiatrists.

World.
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Non-Fiction

HIGH RISK: CLIMBING TO EXTINCTION
Brian Hall 

ISBN: 9781913207823 RRP: £19.99 Category: Mountaineering
September, 2022

Legendary climber and film maker Brian Hall brings to life the adventures, climbs 
and lives of a group of eleven climbers who, active between 1970 to 1986, raised 
the standards of high altitude climbing by altering the style and ethics of world 
mountaineering from Scotland to the Alps to the Himalaya. Brian’s first-hand 
accounts shine new light on a period of rapid development in British and world 
climbing.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Brian Hall is founder and Creative Director of Mountain 
Film, and was founder of Kendal Mountain Film Festival which he co-directed 
between 1980 and 2008. He is an IFMGA certified mountain guide, with 
expeditions to Mount Everest (in winter), K2, Jannu, Nuptse, Makalu, Baltoro 
Kangri, Shivling, Ogre 2 and peaks throughout the Andes. His numerous credits 
include the BAFTA award-winning Touching the Void and the recent Everest 
feature film. 

World.

LIPSTICK AND LEATHER
ON THE ROAD WITH THE WORLD’S MOST NOTORIOUS ROCK STARS

Kim Hawes 
ISBN: 9781914518003 RRP: £19.99 Category: Memoir 

June, 2022
For the first ten years of my career I slept under Lemmy. A pioneer for women in 
the music industry, for over 30 years Kim Hawes toured with some of the greatest 
names in rock, such as Elvis Costello, Rush and Black Sabbath. Her story full is of wild 
nights, famous faces and the determination to succeed in a man’s role. And, above 
all, rock ‘n’ roll.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Kim Hawes toured for over three decades with some of 
the world’s most notorious rock bands. One of the first female tour managers, 
she was a pioneer in the music industry and now works as a life coach helping 
others achieve their goals in the music industry.

World. Sold: Audio.

COVER

 COMING 

SOON 
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Non-Fiction

DAUGHTERS OF THE NORTH:
JEAN GORDON AND MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS

Jennifer Morag Henderson
ISBN: 9781913207755 RRP: £24.99 Category: History

March, 2022
Mary, Queen of Scots’ marriage to the Earl of Bothwell is notorious. Less known 
is Bothwell’s first wife, Jean Gordon, who extricated herself from their marriage 
and survived the intrigue of the Queen’s court. Daughters of the North reframes 
this turbulent period in history by focusing on Jean, who became Countess of 
Sutherland: the most powerful woman in the north.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jennifer Morag Henderson’s first book, Josephine Tey, 
Sandstone Press 2016, was critically acclaimed. She has published articles, 
short stories and poems in magazines and anthologies, and her plays have 
been performed by the National Theatre of Scotland’s Five Minute Theatre and 
elsewhere.

World (ex. Dramatisation).

STOLEN LIVES
Louise Hulland

ISBN: 9781913207182 RRP: £11.99 Category: Current Affairs 
September, 2020

Stolen Lives reveals trafficking and modern slavery as it is carried out in Britain 
today: how to identify it, where it happens and how this appalling crime is being 
tackled. The book also gives a voice to survivors, such as ‘Elena’, trafficked, 
imprisoned and forced into sex work. Her story forms the connecting tissue of 
this important account.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Louise Hulland is a Sony Award winning journalist, TV 
& radio presenter and documentary maker. She has been investigating the 
plight of victims of modern slavery and human trafficking since 2010 and has 
reported widely on the subject in print and on radio and TV. Louise has more 
than a decade of experience in news, current affairs and documentaries. As a 
reporter and news producer for the BBC and ITN, she has worked on some of 
the biggest stories of the last decade.

World (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.
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Non-Fiction

LOVE IS AN EX-COUNTRY 
Randa Jarrar

ISBN: 9781913207427 RRP: £14.99 Category: Memoir 
February, 2021

Queer. Muslim. Arab American. A proudly Fat woman. Randa Jarrar is all these 
things. In this provocative memoir of a cross-country road trip, she explores how 
to claim joy in an unravelling and hostile world. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Randa Jarrar is the author of the novel A Map of Home 
and the collection of stories Him, Me, Muhammad Ali. Her work has appeared 
in The New York Times Magazine, Salon, Bitch, BuzzFeed, and elsewhere. She 
is a recipient of a Creative Capital Award and an American Book Award, as well 
as awards and fellowships from the Civitella Ranieri Foundation, the Lannan 
Foundation, Hedgebrook, PEN, and others. A professor of creative writing, 
Jarrar lives in Los Angeles and is executive director of RAWI, a literary non-
profit that serves Arab American writers.

Commonwealth English (ex. Canada & Dramatisation). 

THE HOUND FROM HANOI
Moire O’Sullivan

ISBN: 9781912240586 RRP: £9.99 Category: Memoir
April, 2020

Tom is on the menu at a dog-meat restaurant in Hanoi when he is rescued by 
an Irish couple escaping economic woes back home. The three embark on a 
whirlwind tour of Vietnam, Nepal and Cambodia, determined to stay together 
against the odds.
In this poignant testament to her late husband Pete, Moire recalls how their 
devotion to Tom helped forge a love between them that will last for ever.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Moire O’Sullivan is an accomplished mountain runner 
and adventure racer. In 2009, she became the first person to complete the 
Wicklow Round, a 100km circuit of Ireland’s Wicklow Mountains run within 
twenty-four hours. She is the proud mother of two young sons, Aran and Cahal. 
While adapting to motherhood, Moire won Ireland’s National Adventure Race 
Series in 2014 and 2016. Her memoir Bump, Bike and Baby tells this story.

World (ex. Dramatisation).
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Non-Fiction

NEGATIVE CAPABILITY
Michèle Roberts

ISBN: 9781913207519 RRP: £8.99 Category: Memoir
May, 2020

After a series of devastating rejections, acclaimed novelist Michèle Roberts begins 
to keep a journal. With honesty and sensitivity Negative Capability describes and 
reflects on cities and countryside, loss and love, friendships and sisterhood, her 
abiding relationship with France and with literature. Over the course of a year 
she gradually finds a better relationship between inner and outer worlds.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Michèle Roberts is the author of fourteen critically 
acclaimed novels, including Daughters of the House, which won the WHSmith 
Literary Award and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize, and, most recently 
Ignorance, which was longlisted for the Women’s Prize for Fiction, 2013 and the 
Impac Award. Her memoir Paper Houses was a BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week.

World English (ex. Audio & Dramatisation).

WAH!
THINGS I NEVER TOLD MY MOTHER

Cynthia Rogerson
ISBN: 9781913207731 RRP: £9.99 Category: Memoir 

January, 2022
In California, Cynthia Rogerson’s mother is dying. Often. Flying between her 
home in Scotland and her mother’s deathbed, she candidly recalls her misspent 
youth, misadventures, and being with her mother. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Cynthia Rogerson (aka Addison Jones) grew up in 
California. She is the author of five novels and a collection of short stories. 
She won the V.S.Pritchett Prize in 2008, and her short stories have been widely 
broadcast and anthologised. I Love You Goodbye was shortlisted for Best 
Scottish Novel in 2011. She holds a RLF Fellowship and is the chair of Moniack 
Mhor Writers’ Centre. Her most recent novel, Wait for Me, Jack was published 
by Sandstone Press in 2017

World.
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Non-Fiction

THE WOOD THAT BUILT LONDON
C. J. Schüler

ISBN: 9781913207496 RRP: £19.99 Category: History
October, 2021

Standing in the busy streets of South London today, it is hard to imagine that 
much of this suburban townscape was once a vast wood, stretching unbroken 
for almost seven miles from Croydon to the Thames at Deptford. 

This compelling narrative history charts the fortunes of the North Wood 
from the earliest times: its ecology, ownership, management, and its gradual 
encroachment by the expanding metropolis.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: CJ Schuler’s history of amber, Along the Amber Route, 
was long-listed for the 2021 Wingate Prize. He is also the author of three 
illustrated histories of cartography and Writers’, Lovers, Soldiers, Spies: A History 
of the Authors’ Club in London. He has also written on literature, travel and the 
arts for several newspapers. He was chairman of the Authors’ Club form 2008-
2015.

World.

THE YEAR THE WORLD WENT MAD
A SCIENTIFIC MEMOIR FROM THE PANDEMIC

Mark Woolhouse 
ISBN: 9781913207953 RRP: £16.99 Category: Memoir/Science 

February, 2022
Mark Woolhouse recounts the history of the COVID-19 pandemic through the eyes 
of a scientist at the very centre of the action. He explores the failures and successes 
of the UK’s, and the world’s, response to the virus, shows how he briefed both the 
British and Scottish governments on the scale of the fight ahead, and candidly 
describes the challenges scientists faced when working with politicians.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Woolhouse OBE is Professor of Infectious Disease 
Epidemiology at the University of Edinburgh. Well-known and respected in 
his field, he has received numerous awards and has been introduced on the 
Today Programme as ‘one of Britain’s most senior scientists’. Since January 
2020 he has been heavily involved with the UK’s response to COVID-19. He is 
a member of two high-level government advisory bodies: SPI-M for the UK (a 
subcommittee of SAGE) and the C19 Advisory Group for Scottish Government.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.
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Fiction

CELESTIAL BODIES
Jokha Alharthi

ISBN: 9781912240166 RRP: £8.99 Category: Translated/Literary
June, 2018

Winner of the Man Booker International Prize, 2019
In the village of al-Awafi in Oman three sisters marry: Mayya marries Abdallah 
after a heartbreak; Asma marries from a sense of duty; and Khawla rejects all 
offers while waiting for her beloved. Elegantly structured and taut, Celestial 
Bodies reveals Oman’s evolution from traditional slave-owning society to the 
present day through the prism of one family’s losses and loves.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jokha Alharthi is the first Omani woman to have a novel 
translated into English, and Celestial Bodies is the first book translated from 
Arabic to win the Man Booker International Prize.
Alharthi is the author of two collections of short fiction, a children’s book, and 
three novels in Arabic. She has been shortlisted for the Sahikh Zayed Award for 
Young Writers and her short stories have been published in English, German, 
Italian, Korean, and Serbian.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: India, US, AU/NZ, Canada, Audio, 
& Large Print.

THE STARLINGS OF BUCHAREST
Sarah Armstrong

ISBN: 9781913207007 RRP: £8.99 Category: Literary/Spy
April, 2021

Ted moves to London to become a journalist but quickly slides into debt. Things 
look up when he is given the opportunity to go to Romania to interview a film 
director and then attend the Moscow film festival.
But someone has other plans for him.
Has he walked into a trap?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Sarah Armstrong is the author of four novels, most 
recently The Wolves of Leninsky Prospekt. She is also the author of A Summer 
of Spying, a short non fiction work about her experience of jury service during 
the Covid-19 pandemic, exploring authority, truth, and the surveillance we are 
all exposed to.
She teaches undergraduate and postgraduate creative writing with the Open 
University. Sarah lives in Colchester with her husband and four children.

World. Sold: English Audio.
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Fiction

THE ACTUALITY
Paul Braddon

ISBN: 9781913207168 RRP: £12.99 Category: Speculative
February, 2021

Evie, a bio-engineered human replica, lives in a penthouse with her ‘husband’ 
Matthew and his servant, Daniels. A hugely valuable commodity, she has been 
kept secret from the world. Her life is dull but safe – until knowledge of her 
existence is leaked, and she is forced to leave everything she knows behind.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Paul Braddon grew up in Surrey and lives in London 
with his wife Mary and son Thomas. He has a degree in English Literature and 
Language from Reading University. The Actuality is his debut novel.

Commonwealth English (ex. Canada & Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

CAGED LITTLE BIRDS
Lucy Banks 

ISBN: 9781913207939 RRP: £8.99 Category: Psychological Thriller
July, 2022

Ava is just out of prison after serving 25 years for murder. Depicted as a monster in 
the press, she has been provided with a new identity and a new place to live. This 
seems to be the normal life she’s been longing for. Then she realises she’s being 
followed and she knows she must protect herself. When you’ve come as far as Ava 
has, nothing is off limits.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Originally from Hertfordshire, Lucy Banks moved to 
Devon, where she promptly fell in love with the landscape and lifestyle. Author 
of the Dr Ribero’s Agency of the Supernatural series, and winner of various 
literary awards and competitions, she lives with her husband, two children, and 
extremely boisterous cat.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio & Large Print.
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Fiction

THE WOLF IN THE WOODS
Dan Brotzel

ISBN: 9781913207625 RRP: £8.99 Category: Contemporary  
September, 2021

Colleen and Andrew are drinking too much, they haven’t had sex for months and 
their son Ned is still on drugs. They need a break. In an attempt to mend their 
marriage, they go to a beachside cottage. But the promised beach is nowhere 
in sight, the landlord is always hanging around, their car breaks down and their 
attempts to fix their marriage are undermined by the lies they’re still telling 
each other. If they weren’t so obsessed with their own lives, they might realise 
something more sinister is going on. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dan Brotzel’s stories have appeared widely in magazines 
and his first collection, Hotel du Jack, was published by Sandstone Press in 
2020. He won the 2018 Riptide Journal short story competition, was runner-up 
in the 2019 Leicester Writes competition, and was highly commended in the 
Manchester Writing School competition 2018. He is also co-author of a comic 
novel-in-emails about an eccentric writers’ group, Work in Progress (Unbound). 

Commonwealth English (ex. Canada & Dramatisation). Sold: Audio

THE DISASSEMBLY OF DOREEN DURAND
Ryan Collett

ISBN: 9781913207397 RRP: £14.99 Category: Contemporary
May, 2021

Doreen Durand hasn’t gone out since she witnessed a horrific street accident. 
She retreats into the chaotic apartment her roommate has abandoned, 
desperate to avoid the investigating detectives. While Officer Solloway works to 
track her down, Doreen is rescued by mysterious and wealthy Violet Cascade. An 
increasingly surreal game of cat and mouse has begun.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ryan Collett is a writer, knitter, and animator. He grew 
up in Oregon and now lives in London where he works as an editor. He also 
runs a popular YouTube channel devoted to knitting. The Disassembly of Doreen 
Durand is his first novel.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio & Large Print.
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PHOSPHATE ROCKS
Fiona Erskine

ISBN: 9781913207526 RRP: £8.99 Category: Crime
June, 2021

A body encased in a shell of petrified phosphate rock is found during demolition 
of an old chemical works, with ten everyday objects arranged on a table in 
front of it. DI Rose Irvine and old factory hand John Gibson unravel the mystery 
through the lives and misadventures of the workers and wasters, immigrants 
and grifters, sea captains and street walkers, whose lives revolved around the old 
manufacturing complex in the Port of Leith.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Fiona was born in Edinburgh, and grew up playing 
guitar, riding motorbikes and jumping into cold water. After studying 
Chemical Engineering at university, she learned to weld, cast and machine with 
apprentices in Paisley. She is now based in Teesside and travels internationally 
as a professional engineer.
Her previous novels are The Chemical Detective (2019) and The Chemical 
Reaction (2020)

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

Fiction

FREEDOM IS A LAND I CANNOT SEE
Peter Cunningham

ISBN: 9781913207205 RRP: £8.99 Category: Historical
June, 2020

1924. In the dangerous first years of the Irish Free State, beautiful Rose Raven, 
having lost her sight and her first love, is living quietly with her brother. But Ultan 
is involved in anti-government propaganda. As the net tightens, Rose is the only 
person who knows where the shameful truth is hidden – a truth so incendiary, it 
threatens the new Ireland itself.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Peter Cunningham is from Waterford in the south east 
of Ireland. He is the author of the Monument series, widely acclaimed novels 
set in a fictional version of his home town. His novel, The Taoiseach was a 
controversial best seller; The Sea and the Silence won the prestigious Prix de 
l’Europe. He is a member of Aosdána, the Irish academy of arts and letters, and 
lives with his wife, not far from Dublin.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). 
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HOW CLOSE WE WERE
Moira Forsyth 

ISBN: 9781913207908 RRP: £8.99 Category: Contemporary/Literary
May, 2022

What’s the one thing you’d never forgive your best friend?
Lily and Gina have known each other since they were girls. They’ve led very different 
lives, but these days they’re closer than ever. Then, one fine September day in 2016, 
everything falls apart. Against the background of the Brexit vote, Trump becoming US 
President, the gradual lurch of the world to the right, marriages falter and friendship 
becomes more precious and yet more fragile than either Lily or Gina imagined.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Moira Forsyth grew up in Aberdeen, lived in England 
for nearly twenty years, and is now in the Highlands. She is the author of 
five novels and many short stories and poems published in anthologies and 
magazines. Her first novel, Waiting for Lindsay, originally published by Sceptre, 
has been reissued by Sandstone Press.

World.

BLASTED THINGS
Lesley Glaister

ISBN: 9781913207922 RRP: £8.99 Category: Historical
May, 2020

The Great War is over. As a nurse at the front, Clementine found and lost love, 
so has settled for middle class marriage. Vincent had half his face blown off, and 
wants more than life offers now. Drawn together by their shared experiences of 
war, their compulsive relationship is played out with blackmail and will end in 
disaster.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Lesley Glaister is a fiction writer, poet, playwright and 
teacher of writing. She has published fourteen adult novels, the first of a YA 
trilogy and numerous short stories. She received both a Somerset Maugham 
and a Betty Trask award for Honour Thy Father (1990), and has won or been 
listed for several literary prizes for her other work. She has three adult sons and 
lives in Edinburgh (with frequent sojourns to Orkney) with husband Andrew 
Greig. She teaches creative writing at the University of St Andrews and is a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio & Large Print.

Fiction

COVER

 COMING 

SOON 
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THE MASTER OF CHAOS
Pauline Melville

ISBN: 9781913207540 RRP: £14.99 Category: Short Stories
July, 2021

A Nobel laureate struggles to write a convincing suicide note; a hobo sings of 
hope in the darkest hours after the Grenfell disaster; in a strange post-death 
waiting room, Anna Karenina and Emma Bovary exchange confidences, and 
a scientist finally discovers the appalling truth about a boyhood friendship. 
Unpredictable, haunting, with a streak of black humour, this collection ranges 
across the world and its diverse characters are caught up in wars or revolution, 
escaping the past or finally returning to confront it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Pauline Melville is a British Guyanese writer who has 
worked at the Royal Court Theatre, the National Theatre and in television, 
film and cabaret. Her first novel, The Ventriloquist’s Tale, won the Whitbread 
First Novel Award. Other literary awards include the Guardian Fiction Prize, 
the Macmillan Silver Pen Award, a Commonwealth Writers’ Prize and the 
Guyana Prize for Literature. Salman Rushdie has described her as ‘one of the 
few genuinely original writers to emerge in recent years’. She was elected as a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 2018.

Commonwealth English (ex. Canada, Audio & Dramatisation).

Fiction

SELL US THE ROPE
Stephen May 

ISBN: 9781913207885 RRP: £8.99 Category: Historical
March, 2022

London May 1907. Young Stalin attends a conference of communists, connecting 
with fiery Finnish activist Elli Vuokko while he battles to keep the party radical and 
dodge the secret police.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Stephen May is the author of five novels including 
Life! Death! Prizes! which was shortlisted for the Costa Novel Award and The 
Guardian Not The Booker Prize. He has also been shortlisted for the Wales 
Book of the Year and is a winner of the Media Wales Reader’s Prize. He has also 
written plays, as well as for television and film. He lives in West Yorkshire. His 
most recent novel, We Don’t Die of Love, was published by Sandstone Press in  
2019.

World. Sold: Audio & Large Print.
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KINGS OF A DEAD WORLD
Jamie Mollart

ISBN: 9781913207458 RRP: £14.99 Category: Speculative 
June, 2021

The Earth’s resources are dwindling. The solution is The Sleep. Inside a hibernating 
city, Ben struggles with his waking time and the disease stealing his wife from 
him. Watching over the sleepers, lonely Peruzzi craves the family he never knew. 

Everywhere, dissatisfaction is growing. The city is about to wake.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jamie Mollart runs his own advertising company, and 
has won awards for marketing. Over the years he has been widely published 
in magazines, been a guest on some well-respected podcasts and blogs, 
and Patrick Neate called him ‘quite a writer’ on the Book Slam podcast. He is 
married and lives in Leicestershire with his wife and cat.

World (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

THE ZOO
Jamie Mollart

ISBN: 9781913207717 RRP: £8.99 Category: Contemporary 
July, 2022

Advertising director James Marlowe puts in long alcohol and cocaine fuelled 
hours to his new campaign. As his hectic life disintegrates, he begins to despise 
his client, the corporate world, and himself.  Suddenly it’s all over. Alone and 
incarcerated, his imagination is fired only by The Zoo, fantastical figures leading 
him into an even crazier world. The way back to sanity lies beyond the nightmare.

World (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

Fiction

‘Mollart’s intriguing and timely premise is executed with verve – Kings of a Dead World is filmic in its 
scope.’  Alison Moore, shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize

‘A haunting vision of the near-future with expert world-building and rich complex characters, Kings of a 
Dead World kept me gripped from beginning to end.’  Temi Oh, winner of the Alex Award

‘This is a frightening, thoughtful vision exploring where power lies when even the act of being awake is 
revolutionary.’  Aliya Whiteley, shortlisted for the Arthur C. Clarke Award
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THE SNOW AND THE WORKS ON THE NORTHERN LINE
Ruth Thomas

ISBN: 9781913207366 RRP: £8.99 Category: Contemporary
January, 2021

Sybil has just started work at a venerable organisation in desperate need of 
new funding. Helen, the Head of Trustees, is famed for her ambition but Sybil is 
horrified by her plans. Worse, Helen has gone off with Sybil’s boyfriend Simon. 
Betrayed and broken-hearted, Sybil begins to lose her grasp on reality even as 
she plans ingenious revenge.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Ruth Thomas is the author of three short story collections 
and two novels, as well as many short stories which have been anthologised 
and broadcast on the BBC. Her writing has won and been shortlisted for various 
prizes, including the John Llewellyn Rhys Award, the Saltire First Book Award 
and the VS Pritchett Prize, and long-listed for the Frank O’Connor International 
Short Story Award. She lives in Edinburgh and is currently an Advisory Fellow 
for the Royal Literary Fund.

Commonwealth English (ex. Canada & Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

Fiction

CUT OUT
Michèle Roberts

ISBN: 9781913207472 RRP: £14.99 Category: Literary
August, 2021

Denis knows his mother kept things from him. His godmother, Clemence, knows 
the truth. 
In rich, sensuous prose, the novel moves from present day London to the South 
of France in the 1950s. Denis’s search for answers is skilfully interwoven with 
Clemence’s memories of the time she spent working for Matisse.

World English (ex. Audio & Dramatisation).

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Michèle Roberts is the author of fourteen critically 
acclaimed novels, including Daughters of the House, which won the WHSmith 
Literary Award and was shortlisted for the Booker Prize, and, most recently 
Ignorance, which was longlisted for the Women’s Prize for Fiction, 2013 and the 
Impac Award. Her memoir Paper Houses was a BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week.
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Lesley Kelly
The Health of Strangers Thrillers

The Virus is deadly. The most vulnerable are the worst affected. The trouble is, they don’t always 
turn up for their monthly health checks. So the Health Enforcement Team has been created: an 
uneasy mix of police and health service staff, doing their best to keep Edinburgh safe.

THE HEALTH OF STRANGERS
ISBN: 9781912240814 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

July, 2019
The Virus is spreading. Monthly health checks are mandatory.
Enter the Health Enforcement Team. Stuck with colleagues they don’t like, 
politicians they don’t trust and civil servants undermining them, Mona and 
Bernard are fighting more than one losing battle.

World. Sold: Audio.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Lesley Kelly has worked in the public and voluntary 
sectors for the past twenty years, dabbling in poetry and stand-up comedy 
along the way. She has won a number of writing competitions, including the 
Scotsman’s Short Story award in 2008. Her first novel, A Fine House in Trinity, 
was longlisted for the McIlvanney Prize. Her latest novel, The Health of Strangers, 
is the first in a series of thrillers.
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Lesley Kelly
The Health of Strangers Thrillers

DEATH AT THE PLAGUE MUSEUM
ISBN:  9781912240524  RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

April, 2019
Three key Virus civil servants meet at the Museum for Plagues and Pandemics 
on Friday. By Monday, one of them has thrown himself off the top floor of 
the Museum and another has taken a drug overdose. The third has missed 
a Health Check, and now the North Edinburgh Health Enforcement Team is 
on the case.

World. Sold: Audio.

MURDER AT THE MUSIC FACTORY
ISBN: 9781912240937 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

April, 2020
An undercover agent gone rogue is threatening to shoot a civil servant a 
day. As panic reigns, the Health Enforcement Team race against time to track 
him down – before someone turns the gun on them.

World. Sold: Audio.

SONGS BY DEAD GIRLS
ISBN: 9781912240821 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

July, 2019
A deadly Virus. A missing academic with a head full of secrets that could 
embarrass the government. A prostitute on the run. And a music-loving 
drug baron who needs a favour.
All in a day’s work for the North Edinburgh Health Enforcement Team.  

World. Sold: Audio.
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GOOD NEWS, BAD NEWS
ISBN: 9781912240852 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

September, 2019
Robbie has a client to defend. Pity she’s the daughter of notorious Sheriff 
Brechin. Meantime, a former client who has won the lottery wants him to 
find her vanished husband. The more Robbie tries to fix things, the more 
trouble he’s in.

William McIntyre 
The Robbie Munro Thrillers

Criminal defence lawyer Robbie Munro juggles a host of cases, dealing with awkward clients and 
battling an at times Kafkaesque legal system, all while trying – not always successfully – to manage 
his love life. Witty and wry, these thrillers deal with the idiosyncrasies of the criminal justice system 
with forensic accuracy. Deftly plotted, the novels can be read alone or in series.

PRESENT TENSE
ISBN: 9781912240845 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

September, 2019
Things aren’t going too well for lawyer Robbie Munro. When one of his more 
dubious clients leaves a mysterious box for him to look after, and a helicopter 
comes down with two fatalities, events take a sinister turn.

LAST WILL
ISBN: 9781912240838 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

September, 2019
The trial of Robbie Munro’s life – one month to prove he’s fit to be a father. At 
the same time, he’s dealing with a double murder and a psychotic landlord. 
Robbie has a choice: look after his daughter or defend his client.

World (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

World (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

World (ex. Dramatisation). 
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William McIntyre 
The Robbie Munro Thrillers

STITCH UP
ISBN: 9781912240869 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

September, 2019
Happily married, Robbie should be able to stay out of trouble. But when an 
old flame reappears and wants him to investigate the death of her fiancé, his 
problems are just beginning. 

World (ex. Dramatisation). 

FIXED ODDS
ISBN: 9781912240722 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

July, 2019
George ‘Genghis’ McCann has stolen – and lost – a priceless masterpiece. 
Snooker champion ‘Showman’ Bowman is charged with betting fraud. With 
a second baby on the way, and promises of great rewards if he wins, defence 
lawyer Robbie Munro has never been so tempted to fix the odds in his favour.

World (ex. Dramatisation). 

BAD DEBT
ISBN: 9781913207304 RRP: £7.99 Category: Crime/Thriller

October, 2020
Defence Lawyer Robbie Munro’s wife has been stalked by a witness in a trial 
she is prosecuting. When the stalker is killed and Robbie is charged with 
murder his friends are only too willing to come up with schemes to prove his 
innocence. In the end though, will it be his enemies who make the difference?

World (ex. Dramatisation). 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: William McIntyre is a partner in Scotland’s oldest 
law firm Russel + Aitken, specialising in criminal defence. William has been 
instructed in many interesting and high-profile cases over the years and now 
turns fact into fiction with his string of legal thrillers featuring defence lawyer, 
Robbie Munro.
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Bea loves her job at Costsave; for Ant it’s more of a necessary evil. Both struggle with money, family 
problems and their own thwarted ambitions. But when crime threatens their community, they rise 
to the occasion. Set in the familiar realism of a supermarket, with a colourful cast of characters, The 
Ant & Bea Mysteries is a light and heart-warming read.

Rachel Ward 
The Ant and Bea Mysteries

THE COST OF LIVING
ISBN: 9781910985830 RRP: £8.99 Category: Cosy Crime

September, 2017
After a young woman is brutally attacked on her way home from the local 
supermarket, checkout girl Bea is determined to find out who’s responsible. 
She enlists the help of Ant, the seemingly gormless new trainee – but can 
she really trust him? 

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio & LP.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Rachel Ward is a best-selling writer for young adults. Her 
first book, Numbers, was published in 2009 and shortlisted for the Waterstones 
Children’s Book Prize. An avid reader of detective fiction, The Ant and Bea 
Mystries are her first book for adults. Rachel lives in Bath with her husband, and 
has two grown-up children.
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DEAD STOCK
ISBN: 9781912240425 RRP: £8.99 Category: Cosy Crime

November, 2018
New Year dawns and something is rotten in Kingsleigh. With a body on the 
bypass and pet cats going missing, supermarket sleuths Ant and Bea have 
a new case. But juggling problems at work and home takes its toll – and as 
they near the truth, more than one secret is going to come out.

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

 EXPIRY DATE
ISBN: 9781912240982 RRP: £7.99 Category: Cosy Crime

June, 2020
Bea’s favourite customer, Julie, hasn’t been seen for weeks. Her abusive 
husband claims she left him but when a corpse is found, it seems to confirm 
Bea’s worst fears. As Bea investigates, the truth she and Ant uncovers will 
threaten everything Bea believed about her own family…

World English (ex. Dramatisation). Sold: Audio.

Rachel Ward 
The Ant and Bea Mysteries


